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Steve Martin, Owen Wilson and Jack
Black compete in a bird watching
tournament in the film 'The Big
-Nicole Sullenger
Year."
SEE Nicole share about her awkward years on Page 3a
SEE Page 4b

"Rest assured that no matter how weird you are, I can
sadly say that I am probably weirder.,,

once agam
thrills
students
SEE Page lb

I Heart HU Week strives to energize school spirit
CAB organizes new Harding tradition with big events every day of the week before Homecoming
by LAUREN BUCHER
news editor
To amp up Harding spirit and create
a new tradition, the Campus Activities
Board is hosting a weeklong, campuswide
celebration Oct. 24-29. I Heart HU
Week will have different themes each
day with coordinating activities based on
those themes, including a tournament
of the Harry Potter-inspired sport of
Qyidditch, butterbeer (a non-alcoholic
beverage), three concerts, a dodgeball
tournament, a bonfire, a parade and
tailgating before the big football game.
The themes of the week are: I Heart
HU because "it rocks,""it's festive,""it's
giving," "it's classy, " "it's on fire" and
"it's awesome."
Apart from the weeklong activities of
club week, Harding does not have any
other celebration that spans Monday
through Saturday. Fundamentally, the
week is a spirit week for college students,
extending the festivities of Homecoming

weekend to the Monday before. More- CAB for the fall semester plan their
over, the weekend has traditionally been own I Heart HU Week as part of the
focused on the football game and the application process. McEntyre, Herren
musical; I Heart HU Week will provide and Gemma, sorted through student
more student-centered activities.
ideas, getting a feel for what the students
"I was thinking about the phrase wanted to see, and partially made their
7 P.M.
'it's great to be at Harding,"' said Co- selections based on those ideas and
rey McEntyre, director of campus life. elaborating on the ideas.
''.And then, I started thinking of ways
According to Gemma, students have
to make it great to be at Harding. It's been most excited about the Qyidditch
a fresh take on what a spirit week for tournament; four teams were made the
college would look like."
first day sign-ups were open.
Music will be another focus of the
And so, I Heart HU Week was born.
Seniors Kelly Gemma and Amanda week. On Monday, students will play
Herren, the CAB directors, also weighed "Rock Band" in the student center and
.THURSDAY
in on decisions made about the activities, CAB has already started selling tickets
:
~ 9 RM.
themes and giveaways.
for The Belle Brigade concert, which '
,
"I don't want to point out a specific will also feature the band Ha Ha Tonka.
RIDAY
day, but I'm really excited about the The Sheriffs of Nottingham and The
fall fest," Gemma said. "I'm excited Nobility will play later in the week on
10 R.M.
for everyone to come together, for this Friday night during the bonfire.
"I want to start a tradition,"McEnweek to be big and people to be excited
ATURDAY
tyre said. "I want to show students that
about going to Harding."
According to McEntyre, the planning Harding is a lot of fun and that we
1~3 R.M.
stages of this week began last spring. can be creative in the way things are
McEntyre had students applying for done here."
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New dean brings
changes to club
week process
by J.M. ADKISON
editor-in-chief -

photo by SAVANNAH LEE I The Bison
Seniors Keren Gerstenlauer and Caroline Apgar with junior Sarah Hansen gaze at the displayed
works of art in the Mildred Stevens Art Building, which help sponsor "camperships" in Maine.

Art show sponsors 'camperships'
Sales go to Gander Brook Christian campers in Maine
To raise scholarships for the Gander Brook Christian Camp in
Raymond, Maine, art professor Faye Doran is hosting a benefit
art show of her work; the art exhibit began Oct. 2 and will be
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p .m. until Homecoming weekend in the
Mildred Stevens Art Building.
by AERIAL WHITING
copy editor
The exhibit consiats of about 125
pastels, colored pencils, markers, clay
pots and weavings. Not including some
of the larger weavings, prices range from
$5 for a small ceramic piece to $500 for
some of the pastels.
Last summer Faye Doran and her
husband, biology professor Ron Doran,
gave 15 "camperships," or scholarships
for Gander Brook campers, and five of
the children who received these camperships were baptized. The Dorans intend
to donate camperships for next summer
as well, Faye said, and she thought the
art show would be a good way to give
additional money to sponsor campers.
"[Gander Brook] is just a focal point
of Christianity in the New England
area, and so we think it should be really helped any way that we can do it,"
Faye Doran said. ''.And I thought, well,
ifpeople will come and they'll buy some
artwork, then we'll be able to give that
many more camperships than we would

More eternal good is done in less time at a
Christian camp than anywhere else I know.
-Shawn Daggett,
Director of the Center for World Missions
otherwise."
So far, the art show has raised about
$1,000, which is enough money to sponsor five campers, Doran said.
Doran said right now it is especially
important to provide camperships to
students to attend Gander Brook because
the recession has hit New England hard,
and many families are unable to afford
church can1p. The caffiperships are a way
to enable kids to attend church camp
who otherwise might not be able to go.
"In New England the church is so
small that kids don't get to see anybody
else their age because they may be the
only Christian in their school, and in
their congregation they might be the
only teenager, and so they come from six
or seven states around Maine to come
to camp there because then they can be

with a whole cabin group their age who
are Christians, and it's like that's when
they get pumped up to live through the
rest of the year," D oran said.
D oran has been involved with Gander Brook since 1967, when she started
serving there as a camp counselor. In
recent years she has taught craft lessons
for the campers.
Shawn Daggett, director for the Center
for World Mission, said he was touched
as a camper by the Dorans' involvement.
Daggett attended Gander Brook as a
boy and has directed the camp with his
wife for the last seven years. Daggett said
Gander Brook has played a key role in
the spiritual life of many kids.
"More eternal good is done in less
time at a Christian camp than anywhere
else I know," Daggett said.

Since she was hired this
summer, Kara Abston, assistant
dean of student life, has been
working with social clubs to
change the induction process
so that it meets new standards
that administrators said will
hopefully create a more positive
experience for new members
than in years past.
'Tue spirit ofclub week has
changed from previous years
when new members served
the older members to the old
members mentoring the new
members," said Abston, who
participated in the club process
as a student in 1984 with Tri
Kappa social club. "The club
officers have embraced these
changes and have accepted
the new spirit."
Another change to this
year's club week is the amount
oftime allowed for club week
activities each day. Previously,
inductees were required to be
active throughout each day of
club week, but now club week
activities occur from 5 to 10
p.m.only.
With the exception of the
evening activities, Abston said
each day of club week should
look like any other day of the
school year.Although the student center will not have the
same frenzied atmosphere as
before, clubs will be allowed
to hang club banners that new
members create, she said.
"The new members will
still have club books with
club verses, songs, histories
and constitutions," Abston
said. "They will also have a
signature page for old members
to sign, but getting signatures
will not be mandatory to get
into the club. It will simply
be something for them to
check off on after they have
met with a club member on
an individual basis."
Abston said the changes
have not been easy, but she
said the social club sponsors,
presidents and vice presidents
have adapted well.
Many social clubs' vice
presidents, who are the main
organizers behind each social
club's induction process, have
had to nearly recreate their club
week to fit the new standards.
"We have had to spend
a lot of time trying to create

new traditions that fit in with
the new attitudes surrounding
the process," said senior Heidi
Tabor, vice president for Zeta
Rho. "While we are excited
about all of the changes, it is
still difficult to let go ofactivities
and traditions we have held
onto since the beginning."
Senior Drew Ater, vice
president of Gamma Sigma
Phi, said his club is working
on creating new traditions to
fit the new standards.
"We are going to start an
Iron Man competition with
Titans just to help bridge a
gap between clubs,"Ater said.
There will also be changes
to costume accessories that
new members usually wear to
differentiate themselves from
other clubs. However, club
clothing has not been wiped
completely from club week.
"The usual accessories can
only be worn during the 5 to
10 p.m. time range," Abston
said. ''.And all club members
must wear the same outfit.
Now, old club members can
wear different colors from
what the new members are
wearing, but you can't have
the older members wearing
suits while the new members
wear camouflage."
Also new to the process
was the fourth-round mixer,
which was held Monday night,
Oct.17. Students who did not
receive visitation invites were
able to visit smaller clubs to
see if they would like to join.
"I think that adding the
fourth-round reception was
very beneficial," said Mary
Beth Noblitt, vice president of
Chi Kappa Rho. "It allowed
the girls who had been busy
during the earlier mixers, or
had not been voted on later in
the process, to try and find a
place in the open clubs. It was
much better than the open
table situations that we have
had in the past."
With so many students
interested in social clubs and
with only so many spots to
fill in each club, Abston said
there is a strong need for more
social clubs on campus.
"We just have so many
students interested in joining
social clubs that we need more
clubs," Abston said. "Social
clubs provide wonderful opportunities for students to
make lasting relationships."
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Football, volleyball, soccer teams Play for the Cure
•<

by SAVANNAH LEE
asst. photographer
'

'

Having been involved in
Play for the Cure in 2008 and
2009,Harding University's fall
sports teams are participating
again , this time in support
of the Brumfield family (no
relation to the professor).The
football, volleyball, men's soccer
and women's soccer teams are
selling T -shirts to raise money.
Play for the Cure is a
national fundraising effort to
raise money for cancer research
and support.
Tandi Morgan, the graduate
assistant for the volleyball team,
managed this year's Play for the
Cure. M organ began planning
this event early in September.
She said she collaborated with
the girls on the volleyball team
because many of them had
participated in the past.
W hen Morgan was presented with this responsibility,
she said she wanted to give it
a purpose.
"W e could have raised
money and donated it to cancer
research, but I j ust wanted
to put a face to the thing so
people would care about i t
more," Morgan said.
In search of a purpose for
this year, Morgan went t o
Andrew Baker, director of the
Mitchell Center for Leadership
and Ministry, and told him her
desire to support a family in
need. Baker informed Morgan

I just wanted to
put a face to the
thing so people
would care
about it more.
-Tandi Morgan,
volleyball
team's graduate
assistant
of the Brumfields and their
situation.
Nick Brumfield was diagnosed with brain cancer in
June 2010 at the age of 18.
This year's Play for the Cure
was raising money for him
and his family.
Morgan met the Brumfields
two weeks prior to the beginning ofthe fundraising. By this
point Nick ~rumfield's cancer
had spread to his spine.
Morgan said the Brumfields
were supposed to go in for
treatment Monday through
Friday the first full week of
photo by SAVANNAH LEE I The Bison
October. Joe Brumfield, the
Marindia
Turner
spikes
the
ball
down
the
court
against
Arkansas-Monticello
Tuesday, Oct. 18. The
father, invited Morgan to meet
with the family at some point team donned its pink jerseys, which it had from its previous Play for the Cure games.
during the week. Morgan said Brumfield passed away. He was faithful to the end, no fear, lingering medical expenses, HP laptop they will be giving
she was unable to go that week was 19.
lots of love," Morgan said. "I the funeral and anydling else away at the football game on
but she planned to go the folMorgan received a text just thought that was a very they need.
Saturday.
.lowing week.
The T -shirts are the main
All the teams had home
from J oe on Monday telling good kind of description of
The Brumfield family called her Nickhadbeen encouraged himfromwhatfveheardfrom sourceoffundraising,butthe games during the se~o.nd
Morgan on Thursday, Oct. 6, to by what Harding was doing for everyone."
teams are having drawings for and final week of fundratsmg
let her know they were going him, and he had been faithful
The money raised from a variety of prizes such as gift in which they sported some
to go home.
to the end.
Play for the Cure is going to cards and pizza, which will be amount of pink to further
On Sunday, Oct. 9, Nick
"I think the text said Nick the Brumfield family for any announced.They also have an support their cause.

Cancer center provides
convenience for patients
by LAUREN

as special caps and turbans,
wigs, wig fittings, journals,
special makeup and a variety
of different products that
make people dealing with
cancer more comfortable.
Feltrop said that the staff
of the center hope to offer
supplies in t he future for
mastectomy fittings.
"The appearance center
will
provide different products
-Cassandra
that are vital to battling the
Feltrop, disease itselfas well as providWhite County ing comfort for the patient,"
Feltrop said. "This just helps
Medical give back to them."
The staff will consist of
Foundation three
medical oncologists
executive director and one radiation oncologist.
Moreover, the center will offer
advanced machines, such as a
digital
linear accelerator that
have to go to one location."
will
be
one
of about six in the
The facility boasts a variety
country
and
a PET scanner
of treatment centers under
one roof, including radiation at the facility full time; these
therapy and a chemotherapy machines are some of the
treatment center. The facility latest technology available.
'Tue cancer center is such a
also holds a cafe, a conference/
educationroom,achapeland blessing to Searcy because we
are a growing area and this just
a counseling center.
The Searcy Breast Center, helps us show our community
a diagnostic center with that we are bringing in the
PET, or Positron Emission highest quality technology
Tomography, scanner for and technicians,"Fdtrop said.
digital mammogramy, is "Partnering with the other
another feature of the center, partners has been an amazThe app earance center ing experience. We can keep
will be a special area in the all the patients and support
front of the building with a centers in town so they don't
boutique- type atmosphere have to leave town and drive
that provides supplies such an hour to get treatment."

It's much more
convenient for
the patient and
the caregivers,
if they only have
to go to one
location.

BUCHER

news editor .
T h e Cancer Cen ter of
Excellence is a new oncology
treatment facility in Searcy.
The center had an open
hou se Su nday, Oct . 9, to
celebrate its debut and has
already begun treating patients.
Through a partnership between
Wh ite Count y M edical
C enter, Cent ral Arkansas
Radiation Therapy Institute,
White County Oncology
and Radiology Associates ,
PA (RAPA), the center was
·
formed.
Located at 415 Rodgers
D rive, the goal ofcreating the
cancer center was to combine
multiple treatment options at
one facility to provide better,
more convenient care for patients, allowing them to have
one destination for a variety
of treatments as opposed to
driving to different facilities
that may be far apart.
"[These facilitiesJused to
be in four different locations,"
said Cassandra Fdtrop, White
County Medical Foundation
executive director. "If you
come in for a diagnostic mammogram, and are diagnosed,
you have one destination for
treatment. It's much more
convenient for the patient
and the caregivers, ifthey only
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photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
Freshman Grant Schol listens to his new iPhone 4S, which features Siri.

iPhone speeds up with 4S
by ASHEL PARSONS
student writer
App le announced the
release of the iPhone 4S on
Oct. 4, and to many people's
surprise it was not an iPhone
5. It may not look different
on the o utside from the
iPhone 4, but the inside is
completely different.
The iPhone 4S i. flO'\~
by~ dual-rore A5 processor
and aho has a du~-corc

gnphks processing unit.

For a cell phone tamer.\, it
is "''elY impressive.
Another notice;ahle dif-

ference is iri. It's a voice
assistance ptogt'Jm that lets
you talk to the phone to

perfQrm tasks like asking for
the ~-cathe.r for«<.lst, making a calendar appointmen~
setting your almn, getting
directions or completing
a math problem. Siri, who
speaks wjth a woman's. l-uio:,
is impressive in her ability
to underst:-.md and complete

tl.lsks she is asked to do.
\\'itb the new processor
"[Siri] is far more than what
tl1e phone is. faster~ hut the I thought voice recognition
little cxtr.i speed is not that · was capable of," said senior
noticeable compared to that Spencer Hamm, who owns
of the iPhonc 4.
the new iPhone 4S.
One of the biggest difSiri makes working on
feccm:es in the new phone
is the a1mer.i. It has cight
mcgapixtls. with a &sh. and
t72A apatun; which me:ms

photos taken in lm"C"er light
still have good quWt}~ The
images that come from the
pbooe .ire smprislngiy ~up.

the phone faster. There is no
need to find the reminders
app or the alarm app; just
tell Siri what you want to be
reminded of and she will do
all the work for you. Siri can
also text or e-mail someone
for you, and that is especially

,,,,,.,,,,,
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is. ft()t perfoct.. Siri ooUld use
some work,. hut for the .first
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nice while driving because
you can get your work done
without ever looking at your
phone and endangering others on the road.
Siri is also fun to play
around with because you can
almost have a conversation
with her. Most of the time
she has witty responses to
questions like "What is your
favorite color?" For example
, she might say back, "My
favorite color is ... well, I don't
know how to say it in your
language. It's sort of greenish,
but with more dimensions."
Or ifyou said, "Testing 123,"
she may respond, "Mission
Control, I can hear you loud
and clear."
The iPbone 4S is. a great
new additi.on to the Apple
family ofelectronics.. Ye-$. it
is a. great phone., but it still
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At the Bison, it is our goal
to serve the Harding University student body with
integrity, truth and open
ears. However, we believe
that meeting that goal is
a two-way street between
our staff and the public it
serves.
We pledge to keep our
eyes and ears open to
what our community has
to say and hope that, in
return, that community
will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories
with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant
information, check our
facts, and share them in
a professional, integrable
manner.
If you have any story ideas,
questions, comments or
concerns for the Bison staff,
please e-mail John Mark

Adkison, the editor-in-chief, at
jadkiso1@harding.edu

"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Bison , Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR
721 49-0001"
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e live in a technologyge n era te d world,
one in which society
demands us to stay connected.
Meaningfultl'"elationships and
deep conversations are something
of the past. Attraction, which is
the core of every relationship, has
disappeared. We no longer look
to someone's friendliness, appearance, humor, values or gratitude,
but rather we look at the number
of friends they have on F acebook,
their latest tweet or their current
st atus. W e overload ourselves
with m eaningless information
instead of filling ourselves with
the profound details.
T he average p erson spends
seven hours a day connected to
some sort of technology, whether
it be browsing through social
media sites, listening to the radio,
playing video games or simply
watching television.
1hink about it. For that sevenhours stretch, you are not communicatingwith those around you.
You are completely detached from
reality and you enter a world in
which Facebook statuses, tweets,
YouTube videos, television shows
and text messages dominate your
complete attention.
Humans are not meant to run

like computers, operating at high
speeds and constantly multitasking. We are meant to engage
in interpersonal relationships in
which emotions and feelings can
be sensed immediately. We are
ourselves through reading, creating, writing, reflecting, exercising
and meditating.
In order to overcome this
technology-driven lifestyle, I would
like to suggest the idea of disconnecting to connect: disconnecting
from your iPhone, computer and
television and connecting to the
people around you.
When was the last time you
completely unplugged from all
technology for more than three
hours, not counting sleep?
While I realize this is an
unreasonable request to many, I
strongly believe it could change
your perspective on technology
and more importantly, your relationships with friends and family.
As many Harding students have
done, I was given the opportunity
to travel abroad to Florence, Italy,
two summers ago. While there, I
was isolated from my family and
especially from technology. I was
able to completely engross myself
in that culture because I was not
constantly checking my phone
for texts, logging into Facebook
and tweeting about every adventure. Technology and especially
Internet connection were few
and far between. Looking back,
I am extremely thankful for the
lack of technology because I was
able to become friends with 40
students from all walks of life.

So why did I have to go overseas
to make meaningful relationships?
I didn't. I just h ad to disconnect
from technology to truly connect
with those around me .

We no longer
look to
someone's
friendliness,
appearance,
humor, values
or gratitude, but
rather we look
at the number
of friends
they have on
Facebook, their
latest tweet or
their current
status.
Again, I strongly urge everyone
to take a day to disconnect to
connect. D isconnect, tune out ,
unplug and logout. Connect to
each other, focus on relationships
and embrace nature.
Become an individual, not a
one-page profile.
GINA CIELO is the web
editor for the Bison. She
may be contacted at
gcielo@harding.edu.

Wa:n t your opinion to ·be heard in
th,e B:ison? Contact Nicole Sullenger
at nsulleng@hardlng.edu
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We're All
Awkward

I

t is time to revisit a painful period
of my life, so just bare with me.
Let's rewind nine years to seventh
grade. To be quite blunt, I was a dork
and h ad virtually no friends. (Let's
all feel bad for Nicole, wahhh .) In a
school of more than 2,000 students, I
was invisible. Well, a girl finally started
talking to me and after a few weeks,
we were at that exciting point in our
blossoming friendship when she was
actually going to walk next to me in
the hallway. In my lonesome middle
school life, that was a big deal. So we're
walking and talking and all is well.
Then I fall down an entire flight of
stairs and she never talks to me again.
Struggles.
Now I have a confession. In middle
school, I was what I like to call a
"grossnasty,"which is a colorful way of
saying "I was an unfortunate-looking
dork who was clueless to my geekdom."
Picture this.
I was a scrawny, pale, "honors class"
girl with a gap between my two front
teeth so big my tongue could fit in
between it. Not only that, but once
the braces were on, the dentist had to
pull two clearly visible teeth, leaving
giant holes in each side of my smile.
If that's not enough, my vision went
downhill in seventh grade and I had
to get a pair of black, plastic-framed
glasses. (They were NOT stylish like
they are now, I can assure you.) To put
the icing on the dork-cake, I thought
it was a good idea to put my hair in a
super-tight ponytail and then drench
my head in hair gel so it wouldn't frizz.
All in all, I was the silent, smart girl
with glasses, braces, two missing teeth
and hair harder than a rock. Even my
current best friend knew m e as "the
girl with the long face."
Those three or four years spent as
a grossnasty were pretty rough, as you
can imagine. I just couldn't win.
Another great aspect of my grossnasty self was my inability to do the
simplest things in a normal way. Let's
t ake laughing for instance. I t's such
a simple, carefree thing, how could
someone ruin that ? I don't know how,
but I did. Instead oflaughing, I'd loudly
say the word "honk." A nd I wouldn't
just say it - it was more of a nasally,
goose-resembling yell. I'll use this joke
as an example:
Joke: "What do you call a M exican
with a rubber toe?"
Punch line: "Roberto."
My response: "H ONKKKKKK."
It was quite an unfortunate habit.
And I'm not sure if admitting that
well-kept secret was the best idea,
but oh well.
H ere's the thing though. You think
I'd be embarrassed by all of this, but
I'm completely fine. I'm not ashamed
because I know that everyone was a
grossnasty. If you try and tell me you
were always cool, I'll tell you you're a
liar. It's an unfortunate stage everyone
goes through, with most making it out
OK. What's even better is that unless
you tell everyone (like I just did), no
one ever has to know about it.
Even though I talk about the awkward middle school years like they're
a bad thing, I really think it all turned
out OK. One, because I have devised
this theory: For however many years
God made me ugly, he will increase my
beauty for that same number of ye~s
(I still have a while to go considering my prolonged ugliness .. .). T~o,
weird people are the most fun. I dqn't
mean "college girl who honks" we~d.
I'm talking about being comfortable
with the odd side of yourself - li~e
the side that, I don't know, talks 4.n
uncomfortably weird voices with yolir
roommates or maybe enjoys Sk:yping
with your dog (I'm not the only oneJ I ·
promise). The stranger side ofyourself
'Usually is the side that is a little more
fun and from what I've noticed, people
who are confident enough to show
that side have the most fun and the
most friends. So stop repressing your
grossnasty years and holding in your
strange habits, because there's no need
to be embarrassed. Rest assured that
no matter how weird you are, I can
sadly say that I am probably weirder.

NICOLE SOPHIA SULLENGER
is the opinions editor for the
Bison. She may be contacted at
nsulleng@harding.edu.
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If I
Ruled
The
World

SIGH,
I a!UST J.OYE
CAMPUS Ar

Say
Noto
'Busy'

I

f I ruled the world, I would
get rid of the word "busy"
from the human vocabulary,
which means exterminating it
from every language and dialect. And if someone decided
to come up with another word
for "busy" that mea;:it the same
thing, then I would have that
person's taste buds eliminated.
With a Taser gun.
With the mid-term morbidity now in the past an'd the club
week chaos just a week away,
I am sure every single student
from the greenest freshman
to the grayest senior is saying
the same three words, 'Tm so
busy." Those three words have
become our default answer for
every "How are you doing?"
that comes our way. Sometimes
I find myself saying the words
before the person I'm speaking
to finishes his or her sentence.
It's like my mouth vomits out the
answer before I've even digested
the question.
One of the latest Harding
trends I've noticed cropping
around campus is what I like
to call "Battles of the Busiest."
I have often come across friends
and acquaintances discussing
their individually busy lives while
standing in the line at Chick-filA, sitting in class or passing the
candle at ring ceremonies. What
begins as a friendly conversation
quickly escalates into a competitive rivalry to see who exactly is
the busiest of them all.
There is the girl who is student
teaching, taking 18 hours ofclasses,
vice president of a club and trying to plan a wedding talking to
the guy who is double majoring
to get into medical school while
working three jobs, performing
as the lead in the musical and
looking for the girl to plan his
wedding. And by the time they
are done one-upping each other
they begin to regret their chapel
seat choices for the semester.
Here is the thing we all need
to keep in mind: We are college
students. And we are all busy.
True, the average senior is much
busier than the average freshman,
but I know some freshmen who
could outdo some seniors in club
memberships, class work and
other obligations. The fact of the
matter is, regardless, we are all
busy. We are all having to come
to terms with the fact that play
time is sometimes becoming a
waste of time. And it is killing
us all on the inside.
And so there is no reason why
we need to say"I'm so busy" when
someone asks "How are you doing?" Because when God comes
and asks "How are you doing?"
we begin answering him with
default answers. And often times
those default answers become "I
am too busy for you, even though
you are God."
I am a busy student myself
with a lot on my plate too, but
I am not going to dwell on it
anymore. I am not going to tell
you what kind of busy I am because really, it does not matter.
I am sure you are just as busy.
It is time to stop moaning and
whining about how busy I am
and just give God his due time
of my day.
Instead of telling others how
busyI am, I will try to reply with
something far more creative and
interesting, and hopefully get a
great conversation out of it that
does not revolve around schoolwork. Something that does not
require a default mode.
And besides, we all know
default more are for robots. And
we all know robots are stupid.

J.M. ADKISON is the editorin-chief for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu.

Smart Shopping
kaelyn tavernit

Guest

Space

T

here is always that pang of
jealousy and regret when you
ask someone where they got
that cute skirt from. Why didn't I
get it first? Why aren't I wearing it
now? H ow recently did she get it?
Will it look bad if I get the same
one? And when they tell you they
got it from Goodwill, the jealousy
stings a little more.
It's the thrill offinding something
that looks like an Urban Outfitters
classic when in reality it was $3 at
your local thrift store. The most

compliments I have gotten on my
clothing items have been from my
consignment store endeavors.
You are almost commended
more for finding a cheap, worn
item than you are for saving for that
brand name one-of-a-kind dress.
Instead, you are more respected
for happening upon a baggy dress
from the early-'90s and belting it.
Searcy's own pride and joy,Barkin'
Barn, reigns supreme in the world

You are almost
commended
more for finding a
cheap, worn item
than you are for
saving for that
brand name oneof-a-kind dress.

of thrifting. With each clothing Sometimes people get too creative,
item ringing up as $1 or less, you and a little too gutsy; putting patterns
can't beat it. Its awkward hours together that really don't match and
and cluttered atmosphere make it buying things that really don't fit.
a little difficult to fully commit to "I'll have to work with it," they'll
the gems that lie beyond the doors tell you. Even if thrifting is trendy,
of Barkin' Barn at first. I am here not everything thrifty is pleasing
to tell you that the digging and to the eyes.
The trick behind the thrifting
rummaging is completely worth
it in the end.
process is getting things that do not
I now go to Goodwill and feel look like they came fresh out of the
like I am paying too much for what gates of Goodwill. That means no
I'm getting.Just a simple snip of fading, tears, holes or unnecessary
the shoulder pads in their dresses bagginess. There's also something
and shirts, and Barkin' Barn can about a suit dress that I'm not
provide you with a cheap unique completely sold on either. Thriftvintage ensemble. Even if the item ing is a glorious thing, but getting
is worn once, that dollar you spend caught in the trap of cheap deals
is less money than what you would and cheap thrills can be addictive.
spend on a large happy hour cherry
KAELYN TAVERNIT is
limeade from Sonic.
N ow, there is such a thing as a guest contributor for
thrift store overload. Getting too The Bison. She may be
comfortable with the styles of the contacted at ktaverni@
'80s and '90s can be dangerous. harding.edu.

Like Sands Through the Hourglass

I

recently got one of those "Save the D ate"
cards in the mail, and it got me thinking.
Like everyone else around here, I've been
in my fair share of weddings. My debut occurred at age 6, when I helped my cousins
decorate the groom's car and took a huge bite
of what really looked like whipped cream.
At a reception a few years later, I helped my
sister frantically look for her missing press-on
fingernail near the punchbowl where she was
serving. We always wondered where it went.
I've worn several wedding hats. I have
co-presided with a rent-a-preacher at a
friend's nuptials. Once as the head usher
I had to restore order when a grasshopper
jumped out of the bride's bouquet during
the vows. Another time I had to edit on the
fly while reading from Genesis 2 becal,lse
the wedding planner forgot to tell me to cut
verse 25: "The man and his wife were both
naked, and they felt no shame."
I've led a prayer while dripping in 105-degree
heat at an August ceremony and watched
bridesmaids' high heels sink in the mud
during a wedding-day monsoon. I've held
the door while a maid of honor rushed out
mid-vows to get the ring. I've made toasts,
stuffed invitations, put up acres of white
trellis, pocketed chicken fingers - man,
were they good- and once, just once mind
you, got carried away in a photo shoot and
kissed the bride. With the modest exception
of actually being a groom, I've done it all.
So I thought I was up on all the latest
matrimonial trends. Until somebody told
me about Unity Sand.
You know the old Unity Candle service.
During the wedding both sets ofparents light
candles and then sit back down to figure out
how long they have before these kids ask for
more money. From these parental flickers,
the bride and groom ignite a central flame,
symbolizing the fact that someone always
forgets to turn off the podium AC vent so
nothing will stay lit. I mean, symbolizing

michael
claxton

Once as the head
usher I had to
restore order when a
grasshopper jumped
out of the bride's
bouquet during the
vows. Another time I
had to edit on the fly
while reading from
Genesis 2 because
the wedding planner
forgot to tell me to cut
verse 25: "The man
and his wife were both
naked, and they felt no
shame."

eternal union and stuff.
But apparently now it's out with the
candles and in with the sand. These days the
ceremony goes like this. The parents pour
colored sand from one vase (pronounced
"voz") into a large central jar (pronounced
"pricey art glass"). Next the minister sprinkles
in sand of yet another color to represent a
solid foundation. After the bride puts in her
sparkly grains, the groom adds his, and the
end result is a lovely swirled sand painting
like artists used to sell in Atlantic City. That
is, unless the couple gets weepy during the
service. Then the result is Unity Mud.
There are, of course, websites that tell
you how to do all of this, and professional
designers to recommend expensive custom the cake can be baking in the oven and ready
sand patterns. "Mountain Sunrise," "New for the starving guests.
Earth" and "Lotus Dream" are current favorYes, I know that it's bad form for a wise
ites. The latter, we are told, "mixes tranquil guy who has never taken the plunge to mock
and playful moods, showing the blend of couples who are just trying to think outside
emotions present on your big day."
of the sandbox at their weddings. I'm sorry,
The audience, meanwhile, has to keep a but I simply cannot bury my head in the
straight face during all of this.
sand while these corny traditions take root.
I have a much more practical suggestion. After watching a painful YouTube video of
How about a Unity Poundcake? This gives some poor couple pounding on their vases
everyone something to do. The parents for six minutes, trying to dislodge sand that
pour in sugar and eggs, the flour girl tosses had gotten stuck, I must try to nip this thing
in her ingredient, the best man adds some in the bud. Otherwise, I fear that today's
butter, the maid of honor brings a 1/2 cup sand-swept couples will someday cringe at
of vegetable shortening, the minister con- their wedding videos, which will haunt them
tributes milk of human kindness, and the all the Days of their Lives.
bride and groom can each let fall a tender
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
drop of vanilla extract.
The best part is that, while the wedding contributor for the Bison. He may be
party takes an hour and half for photographs, contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.

Marshall Hughes

Inside
The
Huddle

Midnight Madness kicks off season
by MARSHALL
HUGHES

Are you ready
for some twobelow?
Football has been a big part
of my life from my earliest remembrances. I fell in love with
it and couldn't wait until I was
big enough to play. When that
day finally came, I was given
a helmet and pads, and was
taught to be aggressive and
hit hard. I quickly learned that
football was not the game for
a momma's boy (now don't get
me wrong; I love my momma).
When a rookie signs a
multi-million dollar contract
to play pro football, there is
no doubt he knows what it's
all about. He knows all about
getting hit hard and understands
the risks.
In recentweeks, the NFLhas
lowered the boom on flagrant
hits such as helmet-to-helmet
and spearing with the helmet.
Pittsburg linebacker James
Harrison, Atlanta cornerback
Dunta Robinson and New
England safety Brandon
Meriweather have all been
slapped with hefty fines.
My late grandfather played
offensive tackle for TCU and
was the team captain for the
1952 Cotton Bowl game. I
loved listening to his football
stories. He talked about one
game during which he split his
head open and the doctor on
the sidelines stitched him up
and he returned to the game.In
his later years, he would get so
annoyed with the flag-throwing
referees in the games.
"Leave them alone and let
them play," he would say over
and over.
That's what players and
fans are saying today about
the NFL's decision to alter
the way the game is meant to
be played.
Chicago linebacker Brian
Urlacher has been vocal in
his disapproval of the NFL's
ruling by saying, "It's freaking
football. There are always going
to be big hits. You know what
we should do? W e should put
flags on everybody. Let's make
it the NFFL - The National
Flag Football League. It's unbelievable!"
There are several fuctors that
have played into this calamity.
There is a big concern for the
players' safety on the field and
for their well-being years down
the road. Do you tell a racecar
driver to slow down? It's the
nature ofthe sport. It's not golf
or tennis (thank goodness). It's
a violent sport.The media have
also helped to create this controversy, but not intentionally. It's
a reaction to the replays. The
big hits are more publicized
and shown over and over in
slow motion, which makes
them look worse. But these
big hits that are being fined
are the very ones that make
the ESPN highlights and
NFL commercials.
I'm all about playing fair
and clean hits.The dirty players
who consistently make cheap
shots (cough cough Cortland
Finnegan) on defenseless receivers should be watched and
penalized. But the majority
of defensive players are just
trying to do their jobs. The
guys in the suits making all of
these arbitrary rules had better
learn to deal with it and quit
weakening the game. And in
the words of Coach Herman
Boone from "Remember The
Titans,""Let the boys play!"
MARSHALL HUGHES
is the sports editor for
the 2011-2012 Bison.
He may be contacted at
jhughes3@harding.edu.

Follow him on Twitter
@marshallhughes.

sports editor
The Rhodes Field House
was rocking Monday night
as thousands of Harding
students showed their enthusiasm for the upcoming
basketball season at Midnight
Madness. The annual event
ran from 11 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. and was the first opportunity this year for the
Rhodes Rowdies to kick it
in gear and work themselves
into a frenzy.
This massive pep rally is an
indication ofHarding's love for
basketball. Smoke machines
and special lighting effects
made the madness that much
better. As.men's head coach
Jeff Morgan introduced the
men's and women's teams, a
video production showcasing
each player was shown on a
big screen. Supporters who
attended included not only
students but residents from
the Searcy area.
There were several fun
competitions that took place
during the rally. Dr. David
Burks attempted to give away
some tuition but it was not
to be. The student ch osen
by ticket drawing had a rare
three attempts to make a
halfcourt shot but could not
quite get the ball in the net.
A highlight of the event
was the social club three point contest. Each social
club selects a participant to
compete in this event. This
year, the Chi Sigma Alpha
social club selected junior
Brant Swafford, who hit 16
three-pointers in one minute
and won $100 for the club.
"I shot a little after class
on Monday," Swafford said.
'Tm not the most athletic
guy in the world so all I do

is shoot."
Swafford said Morgan had
nothing but good things to
say about his performance.
"Coach Morgan seemed a
little surprised that someone
hit that many shots and told
me I did a great job," Swafford said.
Swafford said he plans
on a repeat performance
next year.
Coach Morgan was
impressed with this year's
Midnight Madness and
said that it is a very important recruiting tool for the
team. While these annual
events take place at the larger
Division I schools, Harding
is one of the few schools of
its size that have this event.
"There were big recruits
there that night for both
teams," Morgan said. "It
makes a huge impression
on them when they come to
visit and see the involvement
and connection between
the student body and the
teams. Every one of those
kids walked out saying that
was awesome. It really is a
big deal in recruiting."
The men's and women's
programs are preparing for
their inaugural season in the
Great American Conference
with new teams to match up
with. Midnight Madness
starts the season off with
a bang.
"This event really kicks
it off for us and I know our
guys appreciate it a ton,"
Morgan said. "They talk
about it all the time and
look forward to it. It's a
great way to celebrate the
start of the season."
The men's program ended
its season last year in winning fashion.
The men were Gulf South
Conference tournament
champions and qualified

photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
Sophomore forward Jordan Layrock goes up for a dunk over Buff the
Bison's head at the basketball team's first official practice, Midnight
Madness, on Monday night.
for the NCAA D ivision II
national tournament.
The Bisons finished the
season with an impressive
No. 11 national ranking. The
returning players were awarded

with their GSC championship rings to begin the night.
"We've had a great last
decade and have accomplished some great things,"
Morgan said. "This team has

expectations that they want
to continue and build on. We
lost some really good players
and this is a young team. It
could be a team that gets
better as the year goes on."

Students get chance
to play Quidditch
by CAITLIN
CALDWELL

student writer

photos courtesy of Harding Sports Information
Senior Philip Biwott and sophomore Rachel Roberts run in past crosscountry meets. The conference meet is Oct. 22.

Bisons host conference meet
by CHANEY
MITCHELL

photographer
The Harding cross country team is blazing
through this year's season
with its national ranking,
several wins and a collegiate title.
The cross-country teams
have run three meets this
season. There have been one
win for men and two for the
women, and like past years
they are running strong.
Both teams are ranked
nationally with the men at
25 and the women at 24.
The teams took all in
the Pensacola, Fla., meet to
begin the month ofOctober
with both men and women
finishing first. Senior Philip
Biwott brought the men's
team recognition, winning
a collegiate title.
This year, Harding has
joined the newly formed
Great American Conference.

This is a unique conference
because it is smaller than the
former Gulf Coast Conference in which Harding was
competing.
The teams are now getting
ready for the conference
meet on Oct. 22. The men's
team is keeping an eye out
for East Central Oklahoma,
who will be considered
their main rival this year.
Senior RyanJohnson said
the team is confident about
going into the conference.
"(ECO] are a ve ry
beatable team," Johnson
said. "[Harding] has a rich
history of success."
The women's team said
they are just as confident
with their running.
"We're really good this
year," senior Allison Dixon
said. "Honestly, we're really
good."
Harding will be the host
of the conference race this
year, which is a big source of
excitement for both teams.
"It is very exciting to

have a home m ee t that
actually means something
and has some reason for
people to come out and
watch," Johnson said.
The GAC meet will be
held at Wyldewood Retreat
Center. The women run at
9:30 a.m. followed by the
m en at 10:30 a.m., with
awards at 11 :30 a.m. in
the Ganus Athletic Center.
With the meet in close
proximity to campus, the
team members are excited
for people to come out and
cheer them on.
"It helps to h ave people
out there cheering; it makes
you run faster,"Johnson said.
The girls said they agree
that some support is appreciated.
"Even if you're just yelling 'Go Harding' it really
helps," Dixon said.
Both teams aim to gain
and hopefully win conference this year, giving them
a good look down the road
into nationals.

This comi ng Tuesday,
as a part of I h eart HU
Week, Harding students
will be playing a sport that
normally requires magic and
broomsticks. Fortunately, we
Muggles will find a way to
play around it. The game is
Quidditch.
The sport is inspired by
J.K Rowling's "Harry Potter"
series, which is played by
wizards on brooms, chasing
flying balls through the air.
"I am a huge H arry
Potter fan so this is pretty
exciting," senior Carmen
Lynn said. "I can't wait to
snatch the Snitch."
The question on everyone's mind still remains: How
can a game full of magic in
the b ooks and movies be
transformed to play in a
place without magic?
Junior Carter Wright
said it is very possible.
"There's actually an official international Quidditch
website with a 200- page
rulebook," Wright said.
Wright works for the
Campus Activities Board
and plans to help organize
the event and make sure
everyone understands the
rules. According to the
website, InternationalQuidditch.org, the International
Oliidditch Association was
invented by Xander Manshel
and Alex Benepe in 2005.
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The teams w ill consist of
at least seven players, and
eight teams will make for a
complete tournament. Each
game will last 10 minutes.
Teams will wear different
colored shirts to make it
easier on the players during
the game.
"'I love the fact that it's
something from the 'Harry
Potter' books comi ng to
life," Wright said. "It's a
fun game and I think it will
be a good atmosphere and
really festive."

SPORTS-
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Bison tennis undefeated in fall

MARCH MADNESS PREDICTIONS IN OCTOBER

. .

The Harding mens' tennis team remains perfect as it heads into spring
:»gee th.it they hive 1.U
Wotfw1 wry hid this ~j()ft
to uhit\lt • perfut rtt0rd.
features editor
~«ding ro .Edward,, tht
mm Ji in bctttt dl2~ dwl
After finishing the fall kilt )tif,lilKIJtuOOt Amhooy

"My g@lli (or the ipdttg
1t1son I• to eottdttut to
wotk htrd 11nd get lmter1
llftd ti ll tum f think Wt
WI wtn every m1teh we go
into/' ltcsbman Jon M1tk
Rowden 111d.
Rowden said he credits
the successful season in part
to the fact that the players
are so close. This in turn
causes the players to help
each other.
Returning junior Adam
Edwards said he sees improvement from past seasons
and is proud of the team for
it. He said the team worked
very hard in order to get
in better sh ape, which in
turn helped the team beat
its biggest rival.

'

\

Sat~ 1grw.

'"Thit §WOO.we m mlly

~oooor~og:'

Slitgtrt 11tid. "We1re workA
ing ifl the gym 1ftd doing

0

2• . 10ll'l'll t~1\ 101, NA

Returning starters Harrison Barnes,
John Henson, Tyler Zeller and Kendall
Marshall should be of great comfort
to Head Coach Roy Williams as he
looks to climb out of his slump and reach the Final
Four for the first time since 2009. Add in a player like
James McAdoo and it's easy to see why the Tar Heels
will make a strong run at their sixth national title.

"We are ri11lly gotng to

l{J~N'l1 1J(~JlY
As much as I hate to put them in

:1.

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I The Petit Jean
Freshman Caleb McReynolds jumps for a ball
during the fall tennis season, which is now over.

this list, it's hard to leave off a team
that went to the Final Four last year,
will return several key players and
will once again bring in one of the
best recruiting classes in the country.
Coach John Calipari will again have to rely heavily on
play from his freshmen as he brings in two of the best in
Michael Gilchrist and Marguis Teague. IfTeague and
Gilchrist blend well with the returners, Kentucky will
find itself in the Final Four for the second straight year.

our tettm luu beeom11 dol!et pllly bmer nnd ru11 harder."
Meri's spring te1rnis

thlltt the pim two ye1m,"

Euw1uds Hid. "[There was]

sedst>fi starts Tueg, Feb. 7

ftClthlttg b1td ahom thti other at Hendrix College, and
twt> years. I just think he=- the nm home rftateh will
hig older h11.e h~lped, 11ncl be on JfyL l:.'eb. 10 versus
we 11U push each other rn Joh11 Brown tJnlverslty.

Baseball goes throwback this weekend

'l

L'· sYttAt;usE

special baseball game for just the 1985 and 1986 Harding
University baseball teams, but were not able t o do so this
year. According to McGaha, currently 24 alumni have
signed up to participate in the game this year, although
they are expecting to h ave about 30 alumni players on
Saturday for the game.
This year the baseball team will h onor coach Dick
Johnson and the 1985and1986 baseball teams. Both of
these baseball teams won the NAIA bistriet 17Tourna~
mefit Charftpionshlp and wettt ofi to play in the Area

The heroes of H arding's baseball past won't be coming
out of a cornfield this time, but from all over as the annual Alumni game takes place at the Jerry Moore Field
this weekend. Every year Harding invites past baseball
players, coaches and managers back to the school to play
in a baseball game during Harding 's Baseball Alumni
Weekend. Coach Patrick M cGaha, head baseball coach, V Reglona1 TourMmefit, mak1ng them the only teams
said that this game is a really g ood time for the past to do sCI ifi H1mlin.g's history, a record that both teams
players and staff to reconnect with each other and have still possess. This year's "Basebiill Alurn11i Weekefid will
fun . The matchup tomorrow starts at 10 a.m. and will also serve as the 25th year reunion for these two teams.
The team players of '85 and '86 will be recognized and
consist of alumni baseball players only.
"I think they enjoy it because it lets them come back introduced during the halftime show of the Bisons'
and see all of the new facilities, the changes and meet home football game against Southwest Oklahoma State
the new players on the baseball team," McGaha said. "I University on Saturday, O ct. 22, at 2 p.m.
think the alumni enjoy it mostly because it allows them
Also t aking place on campus during the alumni
to reconnect and spend time with each other. They get weekend will be a golf tournament on Saturday for the
to see people they haven't seen in a long time."
incoming alumni at The Course at River O aks. Then
Shane Kinnear, redshirt freshman outfielder, has a later Friday evening the baseball department will hold
father who used to play on the team a s' well, who is its .2012 Bisons ln Came Two of thelr Bfatk and Gold
coming back to participate in this y~a,r's gam~.
Fall Series at the J erry Moore Field at 6:30 p.m . and
"I think it's fun and I enjoy it," ~innear said. "It's another game on Sunday at 1:00 p.m, also at the Jerry
fun to get to watch him relive his old glory days with M oore Field.
All alumni are welcome to come out to watch and
his teammates."
M cG aha said that they had hoped to put together a support their fellow classmates at this special event.

Tyler O'Quin

Our Athletes' View
on Pop Culture

1

Lead by first team All-American
J ared Sullinger and versatile guard
William Buford, the Buckeyes look
to finally take home the hardware
this year. In addition to Sullinger
and Buford, the B uckeyes will rely
on tough-nosed point guard Aaron Craft and some key
role players to get them a shot to play for the national
championship. The biggest struggle with the Bucks is
lack of depth. If injuries become a facto, look for Ohio
State to be left out of national contention talk.

fo~us OH out fittttld level
to m1y in 8hape through
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With the first week
of the official college
Guest basketball
season
.. Space start behind us, it
is never too early to
begin looking toward
March Madness. So,
I am going to give you my top five teams
to contend for the national title this year.

by ALEXIS
HOSTICKA

season with a perfect record
of 5-0, the men's tennis
team aims to continue
the streak into the spring
season. The Bisons wrapped
up the fall by shutting out
Hendrix College and head
into the offseason with high
expectations.

The Bison

(Football)

Coach Jim Boeheim's team returns
four starters from what was a disappointing second- round exit in t h e
National T ournam ent last year. The
Orangemen will rely on experience
from the guard spot to help th em navigate the always
brutal Big East Conference. Senior Scoop Jardine is
sure to be a preseason All Big East selection while F ab
Melo, after a somewhat disappointing first year, need s
to step up if Syracuse is going to play late into March .

I.

1tr1Sf~ONSIN

This is my wild card pick. You
can disagree with m e if you like,
but Head Coach Bo Ryan gets the
job done. The Badgers are not going
to have a lot of flashy players, but
they do return All- American Jordan T aylor who single
handedly won games for them last year. The B adgers
also add the 2011 G atorade Player of the Year in Iowa
Jarrod Uthoff into the m ix and look for h im to be a big
part of coach Ryan's swing offense . It w on't be pretty
basketball, but Bo Ryan's Badgers will find w ays to win
g ames and keep the mselves in the n ational title talk.

Deshelle Isaac-Boyce Jackson Savage Chelsea Brandon
(Basketball)

(Soccer)

Jordan Layrock

(Soccer)

(Basketball)

uestiOns
My fantasy team
name is/would be ...

Dirty South Rydaz

7eam
DESHtruction

Bisons for Christ

Ima Brandon your ann

Con Vicks

Athlete who deserves
a roast

Jimmie Johnson

Any lntfe football
·
player

Chad Ochocinco

Tony Romo

LeBron James

Back to the Future

Back to the Future

Ghostbusters

16Candles

E.T.

Benny "The Jef'

Steve Prefontaine

Gerry Bertier

Hennan Boone

Bugs Bunny

Rcxiriguez -The Sandlot

Without Umits

Remember the TJtans

Remember the Tita ns

Space Jam

Rangers

Cardinals

Rangers

Next '80s film remake
should be ...
Favorite character in
a sports movie
Rangers or Cardinals?
t

//

Rangers

r

I'm from Texas ... Duh

I.
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New group tunes in
by NICOLE
SOPHIA
SULLENGER

opinions editor
Almost two years after
the hit show"The Sing Off"
premiered on NBC, a pop
a cappella group has been
formed at Harding.
This is the brain child of
junior Chris Brown, who not
only conceived the idea, but
also held auditions, chose
songs and now leads this
13-person group, called
"Tuned In."
Brown said coming
up with the name for the
group proved to be difficult
and explained the meaning
behind it.
"I wanted to have some
sort of music in it somehow,"
Brown said. "I didn't want
to say 'In Tune,' because if
we ever sang and weren't
in tune that would be a lot
ofinsults. 'Tuned In' shows
that we're a contemporary
pop group because we're
tuned into the culture and
tuned into what people are
listening to."
After holding auditions
the first two weeks of school,
the group was cut to 13
members from the 30 who
tried out. Consisting of five
juniors, four sophomores
and four freshmen, only a
few of those are actually in
Harding's music program.
Brown said that he did
not want to group to be just
students who were already
in chorus or just music
majors. There are only four
music majors in the group,
but Brown said he was glad
that it happened that way
and that they were able to
include different groups of
people.
Brown did not jump into
this project unprepared.
Before anything he became
a member of the Contemporary A Cappella Society,
where he found articles and
resources pertaining to how

photo by .SAVANNAH LEE I The Bison

Norma Redman (left) and Mona Brinkley are sisters who work to~ether as janitors at Harding.
Another of their sisters, Thelma Pate (not pictured), is also a janitor at the university.

Three of a kind: the sister janitors
Grown-up siblings remain connected through job, worship
Pate, and Redman now live
apart from each other but
enjoy worshipping and singcopy editor
ing together at church and
talking on the phone with
'
Good things come in threes, each other.
"We've just always been a
and that is certainly true of
sisters Thelma Pate, Norma pretty close-knit family, we
Redman and Mona Brinkley,all really have," Brinkley said.
The three sisters have
ofwhom work in housekeepserved
at Harding in various
ing at Harding University.
Pate works mornings in the capacities for a long time.
Ganus Building, tidying Pate, the eldest of the Waire
the classrooms and offices children, has been here about
for teachers each weekday; 30 years, with a five-year break
Redman and Brinkley work in between.
Redman has worked ~t the
together weekday evenings
in the American Heritage university for more than 20
Building, starting in the years, initially starting bePublic Relations office, where cause her daughter, Amanda,
they visit with the staffers as came to Harding as a student.
Redman helped Brinkley get
they clean.
Members of the Waire a job at the university six
family, the three grew up years ago.
At work, Brinkley and
with their five other siblings
in Pangburn, Ark. Brinkley, Redman are a seamless team,

by AERIAL
WHITING

each knowing what her task
will be to straighten up the
rooms they tend. While taking
out the trash, vacuuming and
dusting, they enjoy talking to
students and employees alike.
"Sometimes [the emplqres]
tell us something good that
has happened to them, and
we're real excited," Redman
said. "Two of the girls have
become pregnant and they're
going to have babies, and we
were real excited about that."
''About the time it comes
time for their baby we'll buy
them a little gift, you know,
and take it to them, we usually
do," Brinkley added.
Not quite ready to completely retire, Brinkley and
Redman said they like to stay
busy and keep things neat.
The trio all said that the best
part of working at Harding
is the positive atmosphere.

"The environment is very
good," Pate said. "The people
are nice and the students are
very polite, and it's just very
much like home."
Redman, Brinkley and Pate
know how to have fun. They
said they love to spend time
with their grandchildren, and
Pate said she likes listening
to music, doing yard work
and watching the horses at
the rodeo with her family.
Young at heart, Brinkley and
Redman even like to take part
when Harding has carriage
rides for students.
"One time, we were riding
the carriage ride and there
were some students behind,
and [we] were laughing and
they said, 'We're going to be
like that one day,"' Redman
said. "We thought that was
funny that they made that
remark."

to start a group and run
auditions.
"They had to come in
and sing a song that they
were comfortable with, but
it had to be a cappella and
a song from pop culture,"
Brown said. "They warmed
up so I could see what their
range was and there was a
little sight reading to see
how quickly they could pick
up on music."
Their repertoire includes
Michael Jackson, Tom
Petty, Ingrid Michaelson,
Florence and the Machine,
Chris Brown and BillyJoel.
Tuned In plans to have its
first concert Tuesday, Nov.
29. Until then it practices
twice a week, which was an
adjustment for Good News
Singers member junior
Casey Miller.
"I've liked learning how
people sing and how Chris
teaches differently than I've
ever seen," Miller said. "It's
cool to see people I never
knew and get to know them
and get to learn other people's
backgrounds."
Another difficult but
often forgotten aspect of
what Tuned In does is the
rearranging of the instrumental music. Miller said
it takes creativity to make a
song written for instruments
into a song written for vocal
performance.
"Trying to make songs
that are written for instruments into things that you
can just use with your voice
is difficult," Miller said.
Beyond the technicalities
of the music, the performances or even the practices,
members said that Tuned
In is about having fun with
music and getting to know
people they would not have
met otherwise.
"It's nice just seeing everyone get together; people
are getting to meet each
other that they wouldn't
have otherwise met," Brown
said. "So it's just making a
group."

Tips on taking advantage of camping weather
by CALEB RUMMEL

photographer
As the temperature outside
has begun to drop, I have
been inspired to go outside
more. I spend more time
in my hammock and more
time on my bicycle, but I am
most excited to get out and
go camping. I am sure that
many went camping over fall
break, but if it is still in your
future and you want some
tips before going out into
God's great creation, I have
got them here.
I would not be doing you
a favor to suggest camping
and not inform you of the
university's policy on camping,
which reads as follows from
the Residence Life Handbook:
"Students must notify the
Office of Student Life and

receive approval by noon on hours out from civilization
Friday before leaving. Before and not know how to take
the camping trip, students care of yourself in case of an
must provide their destina- emergency.
The best way to prepare
tion, approximate return
d ate/time, and a list of all for camping is to do some
campers with residence hall research before you go and
information and cell phone equip yourself for worse
number for each student. The conditions than you expect.
RLC must receive a phone Know what kind of campsite
call from the parent of each you are going to and what is
student. University policy allowed and provided there.
regarding visitation between You do not want to get fined
members of the opposite sex for building a campfire during
still applies."
a burn ban when you could
If you have never been have just checked online
camping before, I suggest beforehand. As for getting
photo courtesy of RACHEL MORAN
you go with people who equipped, I always pack for
Senior
Kristen
McEuen
stirs up the fire at Heber
have because they are likely one step worse than I expect. If
Springs
on
a
fall
break
camping
trip.
to know some good locations I expect it to be an overnight
and can help you. On that low of 40 degrees, I pack for
note, when you go camping freezing temperatures. If I are many resources online your outdoor experience, I
make sure at least one person expect a drizzle I will prepare like the Expert Advice on suggest you start to take some
in your group has some basic for a downpour. If you need www.rei.com.
of these next steps. A way to
If you are a competent really bring a bit ofluxury to
first-aid knowledge. You do details on what to pack and
not want to get stuck two for what conditions, there camper but want to amp up the outdoors is to cook a meal

more complex than a hotdog
on a stick. Try making hobo
dinners by putting a couple
of hamburger patties, some
veggies, and plenty ofliquid
and dry seasoning in a gallon
Ziploc bag the afternoon
before you head out.
Bring along some aluminum
foil and aluminum pie pans.
Build yourself a fire and cook
your pre-packed meal in the
pie pans over the fire. Cover
them in the foil while cooking
to keep in the moisture. The
truly brave should attempt
pizza in a Dutch oven or
even apple turnovers.
Your camping experience
will be greatly improved by the
good company of others. For
those wishing to find a new
place to go, www.arkansas.
com is a great resource for
finding public and private
campgrounds in the state.

5 DEALS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
'

by J.M. ADKISON

editor-in-chief

&

HALEY SCRUGGS

guest writer

Wh en it comes to Friday evening activities and date night destinations,
usually cheap er is better, especially when it comes to food. Like any
money-sa ving human being, students want better food for le ss money.
And in Searcy, Ark., th ere are plenty of deals waiting for stude nts to take
advantage of them. Here are so me discounts any Harding student can
enjoy. Ju st make sure to have a Harding ID card for verifica tion wh en
ordering.
Zaxby's College Night: Located on Beebe-Capps next to Doc's Grill and
Steakhouse, Zaxby's is known for its spicy chicken "Zalads," Texas toast
sandwiches and Buffalo wings. Every Monday night is college night at Zaxby's,
with discounted prices for students on the Garden House Zalad, the Five Wings
meal, the Big Zax Snak meal and the Kickin' Chicken Sandwich meal. Expect a
crowd and get there early, because this is a spicy hot deal with a wide variety
of meals to choose from.
Fuji Steakhouse: Located on East Race Street in the same plaza as McAlist ers and FroYo Factory, Fuji's is a Japanese steakhouse that serves up knifewielding and pyrotechnic entertainment with Hibachi meals, bento boxes, sushi
rolls and plenty of yum yum sauce. Nomally meals are between $14 and $16,
anyone can enjoy a cheaper meal every Monday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., with lunch entrees all costing less than $11. A chicken or salmon
teriyaki entre served with soup or house salad and rice comes to only $9.95,
compared to $14.50 at dinner. And you still get the pyrotechnic show complete
with dancing eggs.

Little Caesars: Located on East Race Street near Berryhill Park, this pizza
parlor caters to college students with busy schedules and in need of something
fast and filling. With HOT-N-READY pizzas, students do not have to order ahead
of time or wait for the pizza to get made. Choose from three different types of
a large 14-inch pizza that are always ready to go for just less than $6 and with
free crazy bread sticks for every Harding student.
Papa John's: Another favorite pizzeria located on Main Street between Anytime Fitness and Simmons Bank, Papa John's will deliver a large, one-topping
pizza to campus for only $10. Also, Harding students receive a discount of 20
percent on anything they buy. Make sure to like Papa John's Searcy on Facebook to find more deals.
Chili's: Located on the far end of East Race Street next to Chick-fit-A, this
Southwest-style restaurant is the post-church favorite for most of Searcy's
citizenry and a great weekend spot for Harding students. While most students
usually stick with a simple entree and a water to keep costs low, there is a way
to add a free appetizer. to your Saturday night get-together. Simply go online
to chilis.com and go to the link at the bottom of the home page that says "Get
free chips and queso," and gn up for the Chili's E-mail Club, which will also
provide exclusive offers mori than once every month.

sf

To learn more about' deals and discounts happening around
Searcy, make sure to ch~ck out TV16's "Live at 5" every Monday
at 5 p .m. and follow s~nior Haley Scruggs as she hunts down

th ) deals e very week
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I ate a bug

'The Big Year' brings laughs
by SAVANNAH LEE

as a successful businessman.
He is using the Big Year to
asst. photographer
give him something to focus
on instead of his job. Black's
The movie "The Big Year" character Harris is a lifelong
opened on Friday, Oct. 14. dreamer and underdog in the
In the movie, bird watchers competition.
compete in a Big Year event
Along the way, movie
to see who can gather the watchers see the beautiful
most sightings of different scenery and many interesting
rare species ofbirds in North and rare birds. As the men
America.
compete, movie watchers are
"The Big Year" follows given the chance to see what
Stu P reissler, Brad Harris, these men's priorities are as
and Kenny Bostick played by they face choices between
Steve M artin,Jack Black and birds and the rest of their lives.
The central message of
O wen Wilson respectively,
as they compete to be the the movie is about getting
No. 1 birder in the country. priorities in order. The men
Wilson's character Bostick is in this movie have to figure
the obsessive title defender. out what is most important
He h olds the record as the to them: winning the Big
N o. 1 birder in the nation Year, being with the famand is determined to keep ily they have, forming new
it that way. Martin's Preissler relationships or focusing on
is trying to retire from years their individual careers.

Friday, Oct ober 21 , 20 I I

The movie is a comedy and
though it has funny moments
it carries the strong signature
characters of its major actors.
Black's and Martin's characters in this movie parallel
their characters in previous
movies. This parallel causes
the movie to lose appeal to
those who do not enjoy the
particular humor in Black's
and Martin's other movies.
Having common characters
takes away the surprise aspect
of humor because you already
know the ch aracter from
previous movies and therefore
know how they will respond
to a situation.
It was rated PG for language and some sensuality
and followed a fairly simple
plot line. D espite the slightly
disappointing acting it was an
enjoyable movie that carried
an overall positive message.

photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
Senior Henrique Ruiz shows off his "I Ate a Bug Club" button he earned
after eating a chocolate-covered cricket in Professor Steve William's
Principles of Marketing class on Wednesday, Oct. 19. Williams asks
each of his students to eat a bug as a part of a marketing project every
semester. To date, Williams said 939 students have eaten the crickets.

Ha Ha Tonka, The Belle Brigade bring indie beats to HU
Elumba Ebenja and Alexis Hosticka review the two bands performing Monday night at 7 p.m.
byELUMBA
EBENJA
business m anager
Harding will be hosting
Ha Ha Tonka, an up and
coming band from Springfield, Mo. on Monday, Oct.
24. They will be performing in the Administration
Auditorium at 7 p.m. with
The Belle Brigade.
D rummer Lennon Boone,
guitarist Brett Anderson,
lead singer Brian Roberts
and bassist Lucas Long are
the band Ha Ha Tonka.
They are an indie rock
band who signed with
Bloodshot records and have
been making music together
since 2001.

Soulful, passionate, spiritual and upbeat are words
that can be used to describe
the expressive acoustics of
the band. While the band's
melody represents an indie
genre, you can also hear a bit
of southern rock, country
and folk harmony in the mix.
The favored single "Unusual Su spect s" has had
more than eight thousand
hits on YouTube within the
last few months.
The April S:, 2011, re lease of their latest album,
"Death of a Decade," has
fans raving as the band tours
nationwide performing
various hit singles.
The single "Death of
a Decade" is one of many

great clap-along songs on
the album.
The new album has had
positive appraisal from
The Washington Post and
The Huffington Post. The
track "Usual Suspects" was
featured as the National
Public Radio song of the
day on April 27, 2011 .
The band was also featured
on an O zarks episode of
Travel Channel's ''.Anthony
Bourdain: No Reservations."
So while it may not have
hit the mainstream music
industry yet, it is getting
recognized.
So make sure to com e
by the !ind check them out
when they open for T h e
Belle Brigade Monday night.

by ALEXIS
HOSTICKA
features editor
The Belle Brigade will be
performing on Monday, Oct.
24 with the doors opening
at 7 p.m. and Ha H a Tonka
opening in the Administration
Auditorium.
The group has an indie style
that is fairly laid back and very
acoustic. Although I am not
a huge fan of indie, I found
their songs still catchy and
I enjoy their folk song vibe.
The Belle B rigade is a
sibling group with ~arbara
Gruska on drums and brother
Ethan Gruska playing piano
and guitar.

They have generated a great
deal of good press since their
first album was released earlier
this year. The band's song
made it onto the soundtrack
for the fourth Twilight Saga
movie "Breaking Dawn, "
which releases Tuesday, Nov.
.8, with their song, "I Didn't
Mean It."
"Sweet Louise" starts off
slowly, almost "courting" the
listener into the song like a
boy courting a girl, which the
song is about. The tempo picks
up with the first chorus as the
singer begins to proclaim his
love, which begins to drive him
crazy as he falls head over heels.
H owever, the lyrics become a
bit repetitive as they sing, "I
just fell in love and I couldn't

help myself" over and over.
One oflhe Belle Brigade's
most popular songs, "Losers,"
speaks to those who aim high
but fall short, relating to the
second-bests who do not get
to share the lime light. It is
basically the band's proclamation to the world that they do
not care what anyone thinks
of them. Frankly, I found the
song a little too slow and was
much less impressed than with
the other songs I listened to. It
was also just sort ofdepressing.
The group definitely has
talent and potential, but they
do not fit my musical tastes.
Find out for yourself what to
think about them when they
make their appearance on the
Admin. stage.
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Evanescence Come to the Well

Mylo Xyloto Under the Mistleto

Band: Evanescence

Band: Casting Crowns

Band: Coldplay

Band: Justin Bieber

Released: Oct. 11

Released: Oct. 18

Released: Oct. 25

Released: Nov. 1

Amy Lee and her
hard rock band have
finally returned to the
airwaves with their
third album, which
's simply entitled
"Evanescence." It
features the hit single
"What You Want."

Lead singer Mark Hall
described the band's
mission as "discipleship
set to music." This album
features their latest single,
"Courageous," which
promotes the latest movie of
the same name released by
Sherwood Pictures.

Coldplay is back
and with a whole
new slew of singles
waiting to hit the
airwaves. "Every
Teardrop Is a
Waterfall"· has already
been a radio favorite,
as expected.

Calling all those suffering
from "Bieber Fever," here
is something to help cool
you down. The teenage
sensation is releasing his
first Christmas album, which
will feature "All I Want for
Christmas Is You" with
Mariah Carey.

